Note about *Forum Philosophicum*

**Mission Statement**

*Forum Philosophicum* is a scholarly journal that seeks new insights into philosophical discussions concerning the relationship between philosophy and faith. The tradition we are rooted in is that of Christian philosophy, understood as the independent exercise of reason in the context of the faith. However, we also welcome proposals that grow from the concerns important to philosophers shaped by other religious traditions, in particular those of Jewish or Muslim heritage. We seek articles that are able to engage in critical debate with evolving views on rationality and its relationship to the irrational, the indeterminate, and the non-binary, and look forward to receiving analyses that discuss the place of faith and the rationality of faith in such contexts. We encourage discussions of human nature and spirituality that seek to address the proposals of neuroscience and confront the declarations of posthumanists, as well as inquiries into that mode of philosophizing which, while resting on the hermeneutics of culture, gives special emphasis to the hermeneutics of sacred texts. We would like to distinguish our journal through a specific approach, rather than through the specificity of the subjects we are prepared to see raised in it: an approach that allows faith to shape, enlighten, and strengthen our rationality itself. In this way, we want to offer a true Forum for the community of philosophers who view their faith as a source of inspiration, especially when seeking to face up to the new and challenging forms being given to the age-old problems of philosophy.

*Forum Philosophicum* is published in English by Ignatianum University Press, part of the Jesuit University Ignatianum in Krakow. Its two annual issues, published in June and December, together furnish around 30 papers. Until recently, these were published in a range of languages recognized as appropriate for international conferences, but as of 2011 the journal has accepted papers exclusively in English. It is, in its basic version, a traditional
print-based journal, but also has a parallel online version, available via the EBSCO Academic Search Complete electronic database (since vol. 6, 2001) and the Philosophy Documentation Center online subscription service (since vol. 1, 1996). Since vol. 23, 2018, all articles are published in full open-access model based on Creative Commons Attribution (BY) license. Selected earlier articles are published in open access on the journal’s website. The journal is also indexed in, among others, The Philosopher’s Index, Atla Religion Database, and the PhilPapers database.

**Submissions**

*Forum Philosophicum* accepts submissions in English only. We publish papers, cycles of papers, discussions and book reviews. Papers submitted for consideration in *Forum Philosophicum* cannot exceed 20000 words, including footnotes and bibliography. They should be preceded by an abstract not exceeding 200 words. Manuscripts should be submitted via e-mail to the following address:

forum.philosophicum@ignatianum.edu.pl

All papers accepted for publication that are authored by a non-native speaker of English will be examined by a specialist native-speaker language consultant familiar with the peculiarities of philosophical English. More information about submissions and guidelines for authors may be found at http://forumphilosophicum.ignatianum.edu.pl/submissions
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Review process
The review process for papers submitted to Forum Philosophicum adheres to the following guidelines:

1. A paper, submitted to the Editor, may be returned to the author if it does not meet the criteria described in the section Submissions, or if it does not discuss a topic within a subject-area of interest to Forum Philosophicum.

2. Each paper will be sent to two reviewers for blind review. At least one of the reviewers must be affiliated in a different country than the author.

3. Members of the Board, including the Editor, are not allowed to write reviews. No specialist who is known to be related to the author or who may reasonably be thought to have collaborated with the author or supervised his / her work is eligible as a reviewer.

4. Reviewers are explicitly asked to focus on the research and philosophical merits of a paper; they are told that any linguistic and/or technical deficiencies pertaining to an otherwise good paper may be dealt with separately by the editors.

5. The reviewers are asked to conclude their review with a clear opinion, stating that a paper is (a) publishable without revisions, or (b) may be published after minor revisions have been introduced, or (c) may be resubmitted after major revision, or (d) should not be considered for publication at all.

6. The final decision concerning which of the papers that have obtained at least one positive review are to be published is taken by the Editor-in-Chief, in consultation with the Editorial Board.

7. The names and affiliations of all reviewers are published annually in the Autumn issue and at the website of the journal.

Legal issues
Copyright Forum Philosophicum is published by Ignatianum University Press under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. Authors of papers that have been accepted will be asked to grant the publisher the royalty-free right to first publication, as well as a non-exclusive right to distribute and archive the paper in electronic format, including through organizations specializing in the distribution and archiving of scholarly journals.

It should be understood that the fact of publication constitutes the sole form of remuneration to be received by authors. Authors will also receive three print copies of the issue containing the published paper and a PDF file
of their paper, which may be freely redistributed. Papers first published in *Forum Philosophicum* may be republished without asking permission from Ignatianum University Press. The authors and publishers are requested to mention *Forum Philosophicum* as the place of initial publication. Financing All authors whose research is supported by special sources of financing, such as grants, research programs, etc., are asked to prepare an information note mentioning the support they have received. Originality *Forum Philosophicum* will only accept manuscripts of papers not previously published in, or submitted to and still currently under review by, another journal or collection.

The Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education requires the editors of all Polish journals which they evaluate to follow certain basic rules of scientific honesty, as defined by Committee on Publication Ethics. While we strongly believe that the authors submitting papers to Forum have no intention whatsoever of breaking those rules, and while the rules pertaining to joint authorship are rarely applicable to papers submitted to a philosophical journal, we consider it important to reiterate some of those rules to our authors. Thus, we remind authors that it is not acceptable to submit papers that reflect anything other than original research or reflections conducted by the author himself / herself. Concealing the true authorship of a part of a paper, even if the paper is in itself an original contribution, also constitutes a breach of such rules. Since all papers are reviewed by specialists, those seeking to make a submission should work on the assumption that all instances of such plagiarizing or ghost-writing will be detected. For jointly authored papers, a clear indication must be given in the paper itself of the manner and extent of each and every author’s contribution. Papers with so-called “guest authors,” whose contribution to the thesis of the paper is actually minimal, cannot be accepted. All cases of academic dishonesty, if detected, will be reported to the organizations with which the authors are affiliated.
Subscriptions
Since 1 January 2018, subscriptions are managed by Ignatianum University Press.
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